Delivery of anticancer drugs.
Chemotherapy is a major therapeutic approach for the treatment of both localized and metastasized cancers. Since anticancer drugs are neither specific nor targeted to the cancer cells, improved delivery of anticancer drugs to tumor tissues in humans appears to be a reasonable and achievable challenge. Scientists are working to increase the availability of drug for tumor uptake by 1) delaying the release preparations for long-lasting actions; 2) using liposome-entrapped drugs for prolonged effect or reduced toxicity; 3) administrating inert, non-toxic prodrugs for specific activation at the tumor site; 4) delivering the antibody-mediated drugs; or 5) conjugating site-specific carriers to direct the drug to the tumor target. The latter depends heavily on pharmacokinetic investigations. Some success has been achieved in enhancing the efficacy and reducing the toxicity of drugs. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic considerations are two areas which have been focused toward the quantitative pharmacological studies of anticancer drugs in this manuscript. This review covers biodistribution and elimination, furnishing information on body clearance and unveiling sites of major metabolism; administration of anticancer drugs via various routes for optimal utilization; intra-arterial infusion for localized tumors, intrathecal, intraperitoneal and intrapleural injection for regional cavity administration. Conventional delivery routes, doses, pharmacokinetics data and elimination routes of therapeutic anticancer drugs are tabled. General approaches for delivery of anticancer drugs in achieving therapeutic improvements are outlined and correlated. Mechanism of drug resistance, and specific changes affecting the delivery of available chemotherapeutic agents, as well as the drugs to restore the sensitivities to agents of resistant tumor cells, are discussed. This monograph covers the developments and progress in the delivery of anticancer drugs in two approaches: the theoretical approach, including pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic considerations, therapeutic implications and mechanism of drug resistance, and the practical approach, including the physical, chemical, biochemical and physiological considerations. Among these, the physical approach for the delivery of anticancer agents to target sites (via microparticulate drug carriers: nanoparticles, liposomes, microspheres and activated carbon as well as the magnetic microcapsules) has shown recognizable improvements in prolonging anticancer effects and reducing toxicities. Implantable pumps and reservoirs for regional chemotherapy provide external control of delivery rate. The implanted systems, in general, yield better results than the traditional treatments in the treatment of liver and brain cancer. Chemical approaches for the improvement of drug delivery use prodrugs, biodegradable polymers and macromolecular matrix techniques.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)